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ABSTRACT : In the case of neutral injection on a hot electron target plasma,

the use of the existing Fokker-Planck codes is greatly complicated by the
•

fact that the scale of the energies of the confined ions is very large. To

avoid this difficulty we use a multi-species model, in which the particle

losses are described by a differential system.

1 - INTRODUCTION : It has been pointed out /!/ that a hot electron plasma in

a mirror machine could be used as a convenient target plasma to produce a

hot ion.plasma by fast neutral injection. We present a numerical simulation

of neutral injection on a CIRCE-type target plasma. Such a plasma /2/ should

be able to achieve the target requirements (sufficiently high density, low

gas pressure), assuming it is possible to inject and trap'a plasma in the

distorted field of a minimum B magnetic configuration by electron heating.

2 - ANALYTICAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS. The main problem arises from the tran-

sition of this target plasma dominated by hot electrons with a negative po-

tential to a final plasma which is a hot ion plasma with a positive potential.

It is possible to use classical Fokker-Planck codes to study the behaviour

of the plasma during the neutral injection, but the scale of energies and

times for the different species is very large. Cold ions and hot electrons of

the target have to balance with cold electrons and hot ions resulting from

the neutral injection ; characteristic times lie between a few ys and seve-

ral ms. So the resolution of FP equations should need prohibitive computation

times. To overcome this difficulty we have to find equations which are more

•readily integrable. By integrating analytically the FP equations /3/ over the

-velocity space, the coulombian diffusion can be described by two equations

for density and energy of each species a

<U couP.
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with P = — LOP A,K , is the particle diffusion coefficient of species a

a m'. &e ab r '
on species b, L , and M , the energy diffusion and equipartition coefficients.

no ao
Analytical approximations of the distribution functions are written, taking

into account the aiubipolar potential <J>. For particles having q <J> > 0, which
a

are not confined by the potential, we use the Ben Daniel's approximation

/4/ with hyperbolic coordinates (̂  = va - cc^, £a= v/y,/ua, ĉ  = ̂jpj-) /5/)

to yield the distribution functions. For particles having q <j> <0, no los-
*)

ses occur if v <2|q el/m and the distribution function is near the maxwel-a 'naT| a
lian /6/, /7/ ; if v » 2|qi*'.|/in , the ambipolar potential is neglected.
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Knowing the distribution functions, the coefficients K, L, M can be calcula-

ted froifi the Rosenbluth potentials /3/ (here we only consider the isotropic

part). So we have to solve the differential system (1) for each species ins-

tead of the whole system of coupled FP equations. The model keeps only 4 spe-

cies, using the subscripts hereafter referenced: J cold ions and 3 hot elec-

trons from target plasma, 2 hot ions and 4 cold electrons from neutral beam,

0 neutral beam (H°), n background neutral gas (H°). The equations for densi-

ty n and energy E (the subscript s stands for source) are for a hydrogen

plasma : .
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J being the particle flux to maintain the target plasma density, V the plas-

ma volume,I the equivalent beam current (H°), a the beam attenuation factor

a = 1 - exp ( (S + S. )), S , S. the absorption coefficients of

fast neutrals : °Sex= n} < ô  vr >,0 + n,, < a^ vf >2Q

ion l on r }0 2 ion Vr ̂ 0 + "3
 < °ion rS = n < ° V > + " < ° V + " < ° V

Simplifying assumptions for ion losses by charge exchange on neutral gas ne-

glecting wall desorption and burn out effect were made since our primary in-

terest is understanding the behaviour of the ambipolar potential. This po-

tential is calculated to ensure the plasma charge neutrality at each step.

This step is adjusted in order to reach the required precision in a few ite-
4

rations and is varied in a range which usually reaches a factor 10 .

13 —33 - RESULTS. The target parameters are : nj = n3 = 2.10 cm , E^ = 30 keV,

E_ = 400 eV, R = 3, d = 15 cm, V = 5 1. The time duration, t , where the tar-

get plasma density is maintained constant, can be adjusted. The results are

shown in figs. 1 through 4 for a permanent hot neutral injection. To describe

the plasma confinement quality, we introduce the parameter S which is the ra-

tio between the calculated term (ni) and the theoretical one /8/.

4 - CONCLUSION. The accuracy of this method is less than that of a complete

FP code. However the calculation shows that it is possible to build up a

convenient hot ion plasma by neutral beam injection on a hot electron target

plasma. The results show that the hot electron population increases the am-

bipolar potential ; the target plasma density must not be maintained for a

too long time.
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